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A Layman's Thoughts on Recent Challenges to the First Sale Principle 
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Introduction 

This essay is an attempt by a layman, somebody who does not hold a Juris Doctor 

degree, to understand, explicate, and analyze some recent challenges to Section 109 of the 

Copyright Act of 1976, otherwise known as the First Sale principle. These challenges have come 

in the form of court rulings that have been described as carrying “potentially disastrous 

consequences for higher education,” (Smith (2011)) in part, by “cast[ing] doubt on a library’s 

ability to circulate books and other materials manufactured outside of the United States” (Band 

(2010)). 

In the following pages, I will describe the cases and legal rulings as they now stand. I will 

also discuss the impact these court decisions have had or are expected to have on libraries, and 

finally, make some proposals on steps that libraries can take to ensure continued operations. 

Background 

Section 109(a) of the Copyright Act states 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106(3), the owner of a particular copy 
or phonorecord lawfully made under this tittle is entitled, without the authority of 
the copyright owner, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy or 
phonorecord. 

Thus, this provision of the copyright law serves as a limit to the protection copyright law offers. 

It says that a copyright owner's “exclusive rights . . . to distribute copies or phonorecords of the 

copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or 

lending” (Section 106(3)) ends with the first sale. Once the copyright holder sells a copy of his 

work, the right to dispose of that copy, including lending it, rests with the person who has legally 

acquired the copy. 
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The First Sale doctrine is clearly very important to libraries since it enables them to 

perform the fundamental function of circulating materials without violating copyright laws. Two 

recent court rulings, however, have threatened libraries' ability to carry out this function. The 

first is a ruling in the case of Omega v. Costco Wholesale Corporation (2008). The case was 

precipitated by Costco’s decision to import Omega-trademarked watches from abroad into the 

U.S. and sell them without Omega's permission. Omega subsequently sued; Costco defended 

itself, arguing that such actions were permissible under the doctrine of First Sale. The U.S. Court 

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled in favor of Omega on the grounds that the First Sale 

principle did not apply to goods manufactured outside the U.S. The Ninth Circuit derived this 

ruling from its interpretation of the phrase “lawfully made under this title” in Section 109(a), 

which the court takes to mean ''legally made in the United States”. Therefore, the judgment is 

that the First Sale principle does not apply to goods made abroad unless “an authorized first sale 

occurs” in the U.S. That is, the First Sale doctrine does not apply to foreign-manufactured goods 

until the time when they have become “previously imported and sold in the United States with 

the copyright holder's permission” (John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Kirtsaeng (2011)). The Supreme 

Court affirmed this judgment in an equally divided Court (Omega v. Costco Wholesale 

Corporation (2010)). 

The second challenge to copyright stems from the Second Circuit Court of Appeals' 

decision in the 2011 case of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Kirtsaeng. This case is remarkably 

similar to Omega v. Costco in genesis. Kirtsaeng was sued by the publisher John Wiley & Sons 

when he imported books manufactured abroad and sold them in the U.S. (John Wiley & Sons, 

Inc. v. Kirtsaeng (2011)). As before, the defendant in this case claimed protection under the First 

Sale doctrine. As before, this defense was struck down by the court. However, the final decision 
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handed down the Second Circuit Court goes further than that reached by Ninth Circuit Court. In 

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Kirtsaeng (2011), the Second Circuit Court explicitly refutes the 

previous ruling that the First Sale doctrine is held in abeyance only until the foreign-produced 

good is imported and sold in the U.S. with the permission of the copyright owner. The Second 

Circuit Court’s decision reads 

While the Ninth Circuit in Omega held that § 109(a) also applies to foreign-
produced works sold in the United States with the permission of the copyright 
holder, that holding relied on Ninth Circuit precedents not adopted by other courts 
of appeals. Accordingly, while perhaps a close call, we think that, in light of its 
necessary interplay with § 602(a)(1), § 109(a) is best interpreted as applying only 
to works manufactured domestically. 

In short, the court holds that the First Sale principle simply does not apply to works not 

manufactured in the U.S. This court decision has not been challenged and so stands as is. 

Impact on Libraries 

While the Omega v. Costco case was affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court, it was done so 

in an evenly divided court because Justice Elena Kagan recused herself from the case due to 

previous involvement as US Attorney. This means that, although affirmed, the ruling continues 

to have legal standing only within the Ninth Circuit1 (Band (2010)). Furthermore, as Band 

(2010) argues, libraries can expect to be relatively insulated from the ruling as Section 602(a)(3) 

of the Copyright Act of 1976 explicitly allows for the importation of foreign works for lending 

by nonprofit educational organizations such as libraries. This section of the code allows for the 

“importation into the United States, without the authority of the owner of copyright under this 

title” 

. . . by or for an organization operated for scholarly, educational, or religious 
purposes and not for private gain, with respect to no more than one copy of an 

                                                           
1 The Ninth Circuit’s jurisdiction includes Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, and Wyoming. 
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audiovisual work solely for its archival purposes, and no more than five copies or 
phonorecords of any other work for its library lending or archival purposes 

This law, coupled with fair use, should in Band’s opinion allow libraries to continue its 
lending operation. 

No such sanguinity is expressed in response to the John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Kirtsaeng 

ruling2. According to Smith (2011), this court decision means that libraries that own works 

manufactured abroad cannot be certain whether they can lend out such works. Moreover, it 

creates an incentive for publishers to shift their manufacturing abroad to limit lending and 

reselling in the US, thus exacerbating the problem as time goes on. Albanese (2011), writing for 

Publishers Weekly, argues that although publishers are unlikely to use this ruling to stop 

libraries’ from circulating the materials under question altogether, the ruling is a weapon that 

publishers can use to negotiate more favorable contracts with libraries going forward. 

Discussion 

Even if Publishers Weekly is correct in supposing that publishers will not use the Second 

Circuit Court ruling to stop libraries’ lending operations, the fact that the ruling stands is a sword 

of Damocles hanging over libraries. Making materials available to patrons through lending is the 

fundamental function of a library. If publishers can threaten to disrupt this activity, what 

concessions can they not get in their other negotiations with libraries? At what point would 

publishers be satisfied that they have gotten as much out of this favorable court decision as 

possible? In what position would libraries find themselves at this satiation point for publishers? 

Even if libraries manage to come to a reasonable agreement with most of the publishing houses, 

can a single disgruntled house not potentially disrupt the entire process by bringing a lawsuit? 

Furthermore, even “reasonable” agreements will most likely result libraries being in a worse 

                                                           
2 As the ruling in the John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Kirtsaeng case is handed down by the Second Circuit Court, its decision is technically binding 
only within the jurisdiction of the Second Circuit, or Connecticut, New York, and Vermont. 
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position than they were before the courts made their rulings since the rulings were undoubtedly 

favorable to copyright holders and their representatives, e.g. publishers, while unfavorable to the 

users of the copyrighted products. Lastly, many libraries have not kept meticulous records on 

where their acquired materials have been manufactured, as evidenced by Band (2010) and Smith 

(2011) urging libraries to greater vigilance on this matter. This means that libraries cannot even 

assess how much of their collections are at risk of litigation and so cannot either cordon off these 

particular tomes or set aside reserves (to use a banking term) to deal with potential damages. 

What can libraries do to counteract the adverse changes brought on the recent limitations 

on the applicability of the First Sale principle? Because these challenges originated with the 

courts, in the short-term, libraries should seek redress within the legal system. The ruling by the 

Second Circuit Court must be appealed, and until a final decision is made on the case, libraries 

should not make any unnecessary investments predicated on the initial court’s finding. 

In the longer run, libraries need to change the landscape of the copyright laws. Libraries, 

acting collectively and in cooperation with other partners, need to lobby Congress for changes to 

copyright laws that rebalance the weights said laws place on “the Progress of Science and useful 

Arts” versus the rights of copyright holders. After all, as Fisher (1999) argues, laws protecting 

intellectual property, of which copyright legislation is a component, have expanded 

tremendously in the past 200 years, in part, thanks to lobbying efforts. He writes, 

The advocates of increased intellectual property protection . . . have had strong 
financial interests in statutory reform that would protect them against 
nonpermissive use of their “property.” The interests of persons who would benefit 
from reduced intellectual-property protection, by contrast, have tended to be more 
diluted. The result is that lobbying efforts have repeatedly been biased in favor of 
the expansion of intellectual property. Enthusiasts have made themselves heard, 
while skeptics have been largely silent. 
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In order to protect their interests and the interests of the public that they serve libraries 

must play the same intense, money- and power-peddling game that is lobbying. To come up with 

the funds, libraries should not hesitate to act in concert with corporations whose interests are 

aligned with the libraries’ own. In this particular case, retailers of goods of various national 

origins, for example, Amazon, eBay, Half.com, and others used merchandise retailers, are the 

natural allies of libraries. These companies have as much to lose if the right to act as 

intermediaries to the distribution of such goods is curtailed. They can provide the money and 

connections needed for lobbying, while libraries run the publicity campaign and present the 

respectable front. Let us not wrinkle our noses at such alliances – politics make strange 

bedfellows and libraries, acting in the interest of the public, should not be above selective 

promiscuity. 

Conclusion 

 The First Sale principle has been ruled inapplicable to certain classes of goods in recent 

court decisions. Specifically, these legal rulings could mean that copyrighted materials 

manufactured abroad may not be eligible for lending by libraries. To deal with the present 

uncertain and unfavorable legal climate, libraries should adopt a wait-appeal-and-see strategy. In 

the longer term, libraries should join a broader effort to lobby Congress for less stringent 

copyright laws. 
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